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Welcome to the Fall 2012 
edition of Health Scoop. 
As you will see in the many 
stories, this has been an 
exciting year of growth 
and we are thankful for 
the opportunity to provide 
our region with the most 
advanced technology and 
specialized health care 

services. Thank you for your support and 
partnership in our continued efforts.

From all of us at Wise Regional, we hope 
your family has a happy and healthy holiday 
season.
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Welcome to HealthScoop!
By Stephen M. SSummers, CPA, FACHE
Administrator/CEO WRHS
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Wise Regional recently achieved a 99 percentile customer service ranking by our 
patients in the category of “likelihood to recommend our hospital.” This ranking puts 
Wise Regional at the very top in patient satisfaction among more than 1400 hospitals.

This data was compiled from confidential patient surveys completed 
by patients at Wise Regional, and then directly sent to PressGaney 
by the patient. Press Ganey is the largest company in the healthcare 
industry providing satisfaction benchmarking and serves 50 percent 
of U.S. hospitals to measure and improve the quality of their care.   

“Achieving the top ranking in the nation for being a ‘preferred 
provider’ is extremely special to us as it demonstrates the level of satisfaction 
experienced by our patients,” said Stephen Summers, CEO.
 
Wise Regional consistently ranks in the 90th percentile among all other hospitals across 
the nation. 

The Wise Regional Health System is excited to announce 
the selection of Michelle Stone as the new director of the 
Wise Regional Health Foundation. Stone served as marketing 
account executive for the Wise Regional Health System from 
2007 until accepting the foundation director position this fall.

The Wise Regional Health Foundation 501 (c)(3) was 
established in 2002 to solicit, receive, acknowledge and 
disburse gifts for the Wise Regional Health System. The goal of the Foundation is to 
support the development of new services and the expansion of existing services at Wise 
Regional. Stone is currently preparing for the Foundation’s annual end of the year giving 
campaign. 

“Please remember the Wise Regional Health Foundation this year as you consider year-
end contributions,” Stone says. “It is with the continued generosity of our Foundation 
supporters that we are able to bring life-changing services, programs and equipment to 
our friends and family right here at home.”
 
More information on Wise Regional Health Foundation is available at WiseRegional.org.

We Are Preferred!

Stone Named Wise Regional 
Health Foundation Director

The Foundation co-hosted the 2012 Paint the Town Pink event 
with Decatur Main Street on Oct. 19. The event, held during Breast 
Cancer Awareness month, allows community members to celebrate 
breast cancer survivors and remember those lost to 
the disease. 

This event raised over $2,800 
for Mary’s Gift and Women’s 
Services at Wise Regional. 
Mary’s Gift provides 
mammograms for underserved 
Wise County women and men.

Foundation Co-Hosts Paint the Town Pink
Hooty the Healthwise Owl celebrated his 
4th birthday in October. Hooty represents 
Wise Regional Health System in various 
educational materials and in-person at 
hospital special events and community 
events. Most importantly, Hooty serves 
as the hospital’s ambassador to model 
healthy behaviors and teaches kids 
important health and safety information.

Happy 4th Birthday, 

Hooty!

If you have any questions, comments 
or concerns about HealthScoop or 
the information presented herein, 

please contact Shannon Puphal at 
spuphal@wiseregional.com
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The holiday season is supposed to be a time full of joy, parties and 
gatherings with friends and families. But, the holidays can be a 
difficult time for people dealing with:

• Personal grief
• Economic concerns
• Loneliness
• Separation from family members 
• Illnesses of all kinds
• Relationship issues like separation or divorce

We talk about peace on earth but live with the threat of terrorism 
and the reality that our country is at war. The commercialization 
of the holiday season bombards us with unrealistic expectations. 
And many of us feel overwhelmed when our “to-do” list goes 
on forever!  While some people experience temporary periods of 
depression like the “holiday blues” or Seasonal Affective Disorder 

(SAD), many of us live with mental illness every day. Despite 
our good intentions, remember that the holidays rarely turn out as 
planned. Focus on making them a special time for you and your 
family, no matter what the circumstances. Celebrate this season of 
hope and expectation. Celebrate the many blessings in your life.                                                  

-NAMI By Rev. Susan Gregg-Schroedor

For additional information, resources and referrals, please contact 
Wise Regional Health System’s Department of Behavioral Health 
Services at 940-626-0145.

We provide confidential assessments 24 hours a day:
• Psychiatric evaluation 
• Neuro Psychological services
• Medication stabilization and management
• Medical supports
• Patient education and therapy
• Ancillary Services (e.g. RT, PT, OT)
• Quality care provided with good patient to staff ratios

We provide a continuum of care including inpatient and outpatient 
services.

Treva Grisham, program 
director for Wise 
Regional’s Inpatient 
Rehabilitation Unit, 
welcomed back former 
patients on Oct. 24 for 
the sixth annual Inpatient 
Rehabilitation Reunion 
by saying “this is where 
miracles happen.”

Joe Osbourn of 
Springtown recalled his 
own miracle, saying “I had 
pretty much given up after 
my stroke, but they put 
me to work immediately.” 

Joe spent time working with the inpatient rehab staff following a 
stroke in 2011. This was his second time to attend the reunion and 
he enthusiastically told the group “you won’t get any better care, 
than you’ll get in Decatur.”

Lillie Smith was another former patient to share her experience 
with those who’d gathered for the reunion. Smith’s husband found 
her seizing on the floor at 6:30 a.m. on a Sunday morning during 
the fall of 2011. After being diagnosed with H flu meningitis and 
spending a week in a Dallas hospital, Smith spent 10 days doing 
her inpatient rehabilitation at Wise Regional.

HOLIDAY
BLUES

“My doctors said there are only about 8,000 cases of this disease a 
year, and that 90 percent of patients 60 and over don’t survive. Of the 
10 percent that survive, 90 percent have permanent handicaps. Except 
for an occasional dizzy spell, I’m doing great,” Smith said. 

Cheryl Clark commented that the rehab center was the difference 
between life and death for her mother Polly Elliott following a spinal 
cord injury that initially left her paraplegic. 

“When mother came over here she could move her right foot some, 
but not the left. After 6 weeks she was able to get in and out of her car 
on her own, and now she can walk 500 feet by herself with a walker,” 
said Clark. 

The 16-bed Inpatient Rehabilitation Center provides a full spectrum 
of services for patients suffering for a wide range of medical issues, 
including stroke, amputations, hip and back fractures, brain injuries 
and non-traumatic spinal cord or head injuries. Patients are typically 
involved in three or more hours of combined physical, occupational, 
speech and/or recreation therapy, five days a week. 



Patrick and Brandi Arnold’s lives changed in six minutes and seven 
seconds – the time it took Brandi to fill her bathtub late one Saturday 
evening. 

After visiting with family and going to dinner the couple was settling 
in for a quiet evening at their home in Boyd. Patrick sat down to 
watch TV, while Brandi, who was nine months pregnant with the 
couple’s first child, went to take a bath.

When Brandi turned the faucet off, she heard a startling noise 
coming from the living room.

“Patrick was making a loud noise, it sounded like a strange snoring 
noise. When I got to the living room he was unconscious, and I 
could tell it wasn’t good,” Brandi said. 

Brandi immediately called 9-1-1 and paramedics arrived at her home 
in three less than minutes. When they arrived, Patrick didn’t have 
a pulse. Paramedics Cole Barringer and Brandon Sutton quickly 
began lifesaving measures.  

“One of the benefits was that we were just around the corner from 
him, so from the time his wife called 9-1-1 until we arrived on seen 
was less than three minutes,” said Sutton. “When we arrived on 
scene he was in cardiac arrest. We initiated CPR and defibrillated 
him twice, and we got a pulse back within two minutes.”

The paramedics also induced hypothermia to prevent tissue damage 
stemming from the insufficient blood flow caused by his cardiac 
arrest. Doctors and nurses in the Cardiac Care Unit continued the 
treatment once Patrick arrived at Wise Regional. 

The American Heart Association says fewer than 10 percent of 
Americans who suffer cardiac arrest each year survive long enough 
to leave the hospital, but studies show patients who undergo 
hypothermia therapy have significantly higher rates of survival. 
In the two years since doctors at Wise Regional began using the 
hypothermia treatment, they have experienced a 77 percent success 
rate. 

Doctors kept Patrick’s body temperature at 33 degrees Celsius 
(91.4 degrees Fahrenheit) for 24 hours, and then slowly warmed 
him back to 98.6 degrees Farenheit over a period of about 16 hours. 
Next Dr. Jason Finkelstein, who was named to Texas Monthly’s 
“Super Doctors List” earlier this year, performed an angiography 
of the artery in Patrick’s heart that was blocked in Wise Regional’s 
advanced Cardiac Catheterization Lab. Finkelstein also placed two 
stints in the artery to ensure proper blood flow.

Brandi and Patrick Arnold admire their newborn son Judson. Hypothermia treatment helps 
man beat the odds and live to 
meet his son.

HealthScoop
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While Patrick was recovering from the procedure, Brandi went into labor. She had planned 
to deliver at the hospital where her regular doctor practiced, but had decided to register at 
Wise Regional earlier that day to stay closer to her husband. Dr. Russell Edwards of Array 
Women’s Health proudly delivered Brandi and Patrick’s son Judson Thomas Arnold at 12:57 
p.m. the next day. He weighed 5 pounds and 12 ounces and was 17 ¼ inches long.

“I had planned to deliver at a different hospital, but we 
knew Patrick would be here for a while, so I decided to 
deliver at Wise Regional,” Brandi said. “Now I can’t 
imagine having been anywhere else. The care we have 
received has been truly phenomenal. The people are 
amazing, you can tell that they truly, truly care.”

Patrick was taken off sedation and awoke on Saturday, a week after first being admitted 
and three days after the birth of his son. Charley Green, director of the Cardiac Care Unit, 
arranged for Patrick to be brought into the ICU waiting room to meet his son for the first 
time. 

“It was an amazing moment. I felt like life was given back to us. A few days before I wasn’t 
real sure if Patrick was even going to make it,” Brandi said. 

Later that day Patrick was moved to the primary care unit to continue his recovery. Throughout 
Patrick’s stay at Wise Regional his care was coordinated by Wise Regional Hospitalist Dr. 
Chris McGee. 

While Patrick was still 
unconscious, Brandi couldn’t stop 
asking herself if she had gotten to 
her husband in time. So, the first 
time she got to go home, she said 
she filled up the tub to see how 
long it took. It took six minutes 
and seven seconds.

“It just happened so quickly. One 
minute we were joking about how 
I wanted to take a bath to get some 
relief for my muscles, but wasn’t 
sure if I wanted to deal with the 
effort of getting in and out of the 
tub. Then, minutes later, I was 
standing there calling 9-1-1 and 
trying to get my lifeless husband 
to wake up,” Brandi said.

Prior to his heart attack, Patrick had experienced chest pain and heartburn, but wrote it off as 
anxiety from the stress of his job.

“I don’t have a family history of heart disease, but I smoked and I drank a lot of energy 
drinks. I won’t be doing that anymore,” Patrick said. 

Patrick and Brandi both say they are grateful to the paramedics, doctors and nurses, especially 
those in the cardiac care unit, whose quick action gave Patrick the opportunity to watch his 
son grow up.

“I didn’t really remember anything. I didn’t know that I had died, but I knew that I had a 
good reason to live,” Patrick said. “If it wasn’t for Brandi I wouldn’t be here today.”

Will you recognize your 
heart attack?

Do you feel any

You may also feel

in one or more of your

pain

nauseous

chest

heaviness

dizzy

jaw

back

pressure

cold sweat

neck

tightness

short of breath

arm(s)

shoulders

1

2

3

STOP and rest now

TALK Tell someone

CALL 911

Are your symptoms 
getting worse?

Have your symptoms 
lasted 10 minutes? 

• Ask for an ambulance

• Don’t hang up

• Wait for the operator’s 
  instructions

HealthScoop HealthScoop
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Pictured are Patrick Arnold, his son, Judson, and his wife, Brandi, with 
members of the team that saved his life: paramedic Brandon Sutton, Dr. 
Chris McGee, Dr. Jason Finkelstein and Charley Green.

Health Tip:
2 to 3 percent of people experience negative 
cardiac effects from drinking energy drinks. For 
an extra boost 
of energy, drink 
a protein shake 
instead of an 
energy drink.



It’s 5:15 p.m., Lyndi and Lauryn Luttrull already put 
in a full day at school and completed after-school 
athletics programs at McCarroll Middle School, and 
now they are charging up the stairs at Wise Regional 
Health System. 

As they speed down the final set of stairs, their trainer Wendell Berry instructs them to 
lunge back to their workout room. Lyndi, 14, and Lauryn, 12, have been working with 
Berry as part of Wise Regional’s Sports Performance Program for about two years in an 
effort to fine-tune their skills on the volleyball court. The sisters visibly tire during their 
intense workout of pushups, weight lifting, bear crawls and other drills, but are able to 
power through driven by determination and an obvious competitive nature.

Berry watches the girls with obvious pride and remarks “these girls are hard workers.” 
Twice a week the girls attack the uniquely tailored workouts Berry has designed to help 
them excel in volleyball.“We mainly focus on speed and jumping. I want to make sure the 
girls have the agility they need on the volleyball court,” Berry said. 

Throughout the week Berry works with dozens of local athletes who want to improve in 
their sport. By working with players one-on-one, hopefully from a young age, Berry and 
his team hope to not only improve performance, but also instill knowledge that will help 
prevent injuries. 

“Teaching proper technique is important. For instance, if I’m working with a pitcher, I 
want to make sure he is rotating his arm correctly, so he doesn’t end up with a shoulder 
injury,” Berry said. “If someone is referred by our physical therapists, then I like to work 
with them to determine why their injury occurred initially, and prevent re-injury.”

According to Berry, the close relationship between 
Sports Performance and Sports Medicine is a valuable 
asset for Fit-N-Wise clients. “The advantage of the 
Sports Performance Program here at Wise Regional is 
the speed and immediacy of service we can offer,” said 
Berry. “We have the physicians, the physical therapists 
and the trainers all under one roof. We are really a one-
stop-shop.

In fact, Lisa Long Luttrull, Lyndi and Lauryn’s mom, first discovered the Sports 
Performance Program while receiving physical therapy at Fit-N-Wise for an ACL injury.

“I saw the kids when I was doing my physical therapy, and I thought the program sounded 
like a great opportunity for my girls to condition for middle school athletics,” said Luttrull. 
“It’s been a really rewarding experience. Both girls are excelling and their overall athletic 
ability and confidence has increased.”

For more information on sports performance training, sport-specific clinics 
and camps, nutrition coaching and all of the other services offered by the 

Sports Performance team,  visit www.traintowin.com.
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Hooty’s 

Heart-Healthy 
Recipe

Candied 
Espresso Walnuts

Makes about 4 cups
Time: 20 minutes

Ingredients
• Nonstick vegetable 
  oil spray
• 2/3 cup sugar
• 2 tablespoons finely 
   ground espresso coffee beans
• 1 tablespoon instant espresso powder
• 1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
• 1/4 teaspoon coarse kosher salt
• 1 large egg white
• 4 cups walnut halves (about 12 ounces)

Preparation
Preheat oven to 325°F. Spray large rimmed 
baking sheet with nonstick spray. Whisk sugar 
and next 4 ingredients in small bowl. Whisk 
egg white in large bowl until frothy. Add 
walnuts; toss to coat. Sprinkle walnuts with 
espresso mixture and toss to coat. Spread coat-
ed walnuts on prepared sheet in single layer. 
Bake 5 minutes. Slide spatula under walnuts to 
loosen from baking sheet and stir, rearranging 
in single layer. Bake until walnuts are dry to 
touch, about 5 minutes longer. Loosen walnuts 
from sheet again; cool on sheet. 

DO AHEAD: Candied walnuts can be made 
2 weeks ahead. Store in airtight container at 
room temperature.

Walnuts add a healthy 
dose of omega-3s, 

which help lower 
cholesterol and 
chase away the 

winter blues.

Hooty’s Food Tip: 



Most people give little thought to drawing each life-giving breath of oxygen, but 235 
million asthma sufferers live in constant fear of being unable to draw their next breath. A 
new procedure available at Wise Regional may help alleviate the fears of some patients 
struggling with chronic, severe asthma.

The non-drug procedure called Bronchial Thermoplasty is an FDA-approved bronchoscopic 
procedure for individuals 18 years and older whose asthma is not well controlled with 
inhaled corticosteroids and long-acting beta agonists. The procedure is intended to reduce 
the excessive airway muscle tissues, which are responsible for airway constriction in 
asthma patients. A full course of Bronchial Thermoplasty treatment includes three separate 
bronchoscopic procedures: one for each of the lower lobes of the lungs and another for both 
upper lobes. The procedures are typically performed approximately three weeks apart. 

During the outpatient procedures, the patient is sedated and a 
catheter inside a bronchoscope – a thin tube-like instrument – is 
inserted into the patient’s lungs through the patient’s nose or 
mouth. Once the bronchoscope reaches the lungs, thermal energy 
is delivered to the airway to reduce some of the airway muscle 
tissue. Following Bronchial Thermoplasty the inside airway wall 
and other tissue heals, but airway muscle is permanently reduced, 
resulting in reduced asthma symptoms.

Studies have shown patients who have undergone Bronchial Thermoplasty experience a 32 
percent reduction in asthma attacks, an 84 percent reduction in emergency room visits for 
respiratory symptoms and a 66 percent reduction in the days lost from work, school or other 
daily activities due to asthma symptoms. 

At Wise Regional Bronchial Thermoplasty 
procedures are conducted by Dr. Syed Rizvi, 
who is board-certified in pulmonary, critical 
care and sleep medicine.

Good candidates for Bronchial 
Thermoplasty should:
• Be an adult between 18-65 years old.
• Be a non-smoker for at least the past year.
• Have severe or persistent asthma not well 
controlled by inhaled corticosteroids or 
long-acting bronchodilator medications.

The most frequent side effects from 
Bronchial Thermoplasty are coughing, 
wheezing and shortness of breath. For more 
information, or to find out if you or a loved 
one are a good candidate for Bronchial 
Thermoplasty, call 940-626-8630.
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Breathe Easy
New procedure to help 

those with severe asthma

Telegenetic Clinic Providing 
Genetic Counseling for Cancer
Early detection is essential for improving cancer 
survival rates. Advances in genetic testing can 
give at-risk individuals the insight they need 
to properly screen for a variety of cancers 
throughout their lives. Wise Regional has 
partnered with UT Southwestern and Moncrief 
Cancer Institute to provide cancer genetic 
testing via teleconference to individuals with:

• Strong family histories of cancer
• Birth defects
• Genetic disorders 
• Other factors that put them at high risk 
   for cancer

Wise Regional Health System is one of the 
first hospitals in North Texas to launch a 
telemedicine clinic to provide cancer genetic 
testing, a service that typically is only available 
in larger cities.

The new clinic is located in the American 
Cancer Society’s Cancer Resource room at 
Oncology Services at Wise. To schedule genetic 
counseling, call Sara Pirzadeh-Miller, genetic 
counselor with UT Southwestern at 
214-645-4673.

Syed Rizvi, MD, FCCP, a pulmonologist, is 
Board-Certified in pulmonary, critical care and 
sleep medicine. When he’s not working, he 

enjoys playing golf and tennis.
 
“There are many people in 
this region who struggle with 
lung disease every day, and 

I look forward to helping 
them in the best possible 
way that I can.”

-Syed Rizvi, MD, FCCP

Physician Spotlight
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Spending summers swimming in the family pool or at the lake is 
a rite of passage for many young Texans, but Angela Ridge was 
terrified when her son Daniel leapt into a pool at a family barbeque 
last summer. 

When Daniel was 15-months-old he was diagnosed with autism. 

“Daniel doesn’t have a sense of danger. I was on the other side of the 
pool when I saw him jump in. My heart dropped,” said Ridge.

Daniel’s uncle was able to help him get out of the pool safely, but the 
experience made Ridge realize her boys needed to learn how to swim.

“I didn’t expect Daniel to become a professional swimmer, but I 
wanted him to learn the basic survival skills,” Ridge said. “I had my 
doubts on how he’d respond to the lessons, but I prayed that he’d 
understand what I’m trying to do for him.”

Initially, Ridge enrolled Daniel, who recently turned 7, and his 
2-year-old brother Shaun in an aquatics program in Southlake, but the 
distance and inconsistent instruction soon sent her looking for a new 
program. 

A web-search produced information on the aquatics program 
at Fit-N-Wise. Ridge was excited to find an aquatics program 
so close to her home in Rhome. The boys began taking private 
lessons with Kim Emery this past September, and Ridge has been 
astonished by what they’ve accomplished so far.

“During the summer session in Southlake, Daniel had to get 
acquainted with a new instructor every week, so we never got any 
work done. Kim has given him familiarity he needed,” said Ridge. 
“He has made so many breakthroughs, from kicking his feet for 
the first time to diving under the lane dividers by himself.”

Emery, who has given lessons to several children with autism 
spectrum disorders, also has been impressed with Daniel’s 
improvement.

“The first time he kicked his feet  and swam from the ladder to 
the wall was amazing,” Emery said. “Things like that really build 
confidence all around.”

Emery says swim lessons not only teach important safety skills, 
but can also provide a positive social outlet for children with 
special needs.

“You can’t lump all these kids together, but in my experience 
I’ve found swimming can ease repetitive behaviors, increase 
coordination and attention span, and allows them have fun,” 
Emery said.

Rhome Boy with Autism Thrives 
in Fit-N-Wise Aquatics Program

FIT-N-WISE
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When working with Daniel, or other children 
with special needs, Emery says she relies less 
on verbal communication and more on visual 
demonstrations. She also pays close attention to 
queues from the child.

“If Daniel is having a bad day, then we might only 
do 10 minutes, but if he’s having a good day we 
might do 35 minutes. It’s all about being patient 
and adaptable,” says Emery, who currently is 
completing a certification in adaptive swimming.

Though Daniel has a long way to go, it’s clear that 
his mother is relieved that she won’t have to worry 
about a repeat of last summer’s barbecue.

“I’m just amazed at how much he’s progressed. 
Kim is fun and loving, but she really pushes 
him too. It seems like every week he has a new 
breakthrough,” Ridge said. 

For more information on the Fit-N-Wise Aquatics 
Program at Wise Regional visit WiseAquatics.com. 

How to Stay OUT of the 
Emergency Room
This Holiday Season
Tips from Wise Regional Nurses 
that will be Waiting for You!
Use Caution with the Christmas Lights
• Hire a professional.
• Double check your ladder to make sure it’s in good working order.
• Always make sure your ladder is on an even surface and that you have a spotter to help 
  hold the ladder.

Help Granny in the Kitchen
• We know she makes the best stuffing and perfect pies, but 10 hours on her feet will 
  land her in the ER with exhaustion or even worse a heart attack from working so hard!

Remember those with Health Limitations
• If you have family with Diabetes or other health complications, be empathetic to their 
  needs.
• Bake sugar-free pies and cut down on the salt in other holiday meals. Some dishes 
  might not taste just the same, but the holidays lose their charm when you have to spend 
  them in a hospital bed.

Deep Fried Disasters
• Turkeys might be juicier coming from a deep fryer, but not taking proper precautions is 
  a recipe for burns and house fires.
• Choose a flat spot to place the burner and tank on. Wooden decks can burn or char 
  easily. Grass or dirt surfaces are best. Don’t fry underneath the overhang of your roof, 
  under tree branches or too close to any buildings. Grease is extremely flammable and 
  can erupt like a volcano if you don’t do it right.
• Keep a fire extinguisher within reach. Make sure valves and gas lines are intact and 
  working correctly.  
• Fully thaw AND dry the bird! Anything going into the deep fryer 
  must be dry. Pat it with a paper towel.
• Use water first to measure the proper oil level. While off, put 
  in the turkey and fill the fryer with water. When you reach the 
  desired level, take out the turkey and then measure the water 
  level. Dump it out, dry your turkey and then fill the fryer with oil.

Give the Gift of Safety
• New 4-wheeler? Bicycle? Motorcycle? Don’t forget to buy the 
  helmet! This goes for kids of every age, 4 years – 104 years!  
  Helmet use has been estimated to reduce head injury risk by 
  85 percent. 
• And, use common sense. No riding after dark or in places 
  that may be unfamiliar to the new rider.

Protect Yourself from Power Tools Disasters
• New table saw? Drill? Yep, we see these all the time and 
  they’re not pretty.  If you’d like to keep your limbs, make 
  sure to read the directions and use safety precautions, such 
  as eye goggles and heavy gloves.

ER
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Keep in Touch with 
Wise Regional 
Health System:

HOSPITALIST - ADULT
Jana Erwin, DO
Decatur .....................................940-626-2541
J. Michael Higginbotham, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-7440
Chris E. McGee, MD
Decatur .................................... 940-626-2541

HOSPITALIST – PEDIATRIC
Melissa Stroud, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-5921

INTERNAL MEDICINE
Muhammad Asim, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-1864
Meria Aulds, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-0052
Jana Erwin, DO
Decatur .....................................940-626-2541
Aamir Zuberi, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-8020

PEDIATRICS
Anissa August, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-8044
Leslie Hollis, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-4400
Amanda Lovette, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-8044

PRIMARY CARE – FAMILY PRACTICE
Jeff Alling, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7443
Denise Casper, DO
Bridgeport .................................940-683-2297
Jon Copeland, DO
Bridgeport .................................940-683-2297
Brad Faglie, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7443
Mauro Ganzon, MD
Boyd .........................................940-433-2151
Christine Holland, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-2110
Andrew Hoover, MD
Rhome ......................................817-636-2018
Gene McDaniel, DO
Springtown ................................817-523-5402
Chris E. McGee, MD
Decatur .................................... 940-626-2541
Christopher Opella, MD
Springtown ................................817-523-5402
John Richardson Jr., MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0013
McLean Sanborn, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0013
Thomas Steffen, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7443
Gary Swain, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-4475
C. Kelley Tibbels, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7443
Julie Traynham, DO
Justin ........................................940-242-0300
Jon Walker, MD
Bridgeport .................................940-683-2338
Shawn White, MD
Bridgeport .................................940-683-5287

BARIATRIC SURGERY
Craig Ferrara, DO
Fort Worth .................................817-850-1100
Bridget Holden, MD
Colleyville .................................817-581-6100
David D. Kim, MD
Colleyville .................................817-581-6100
Adam Smith, DO
Fort Worth .................................817-850-1100
Robert Snow, DO
Hurst .........................................817-520-5411
Scott Stowers, DO
Decatur .....................................940-626-4683

CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
Tea Acuff, MD
Denton ......................................940-381-2003
Tung Cai, MD
Denton  .....................................940-381-2003
David Rosenbaum, MD
Denton ......................................940-381-2003
Arshad Yousuf, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044

CARDIOLOGY
Saritha Dodla, MD
Bridgeport .................................940-683-0155
Jason Finkelstein, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044
Jeffrey Gladden, MD 
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044
Bruce Gordon, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044
Trieu Ho, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044
Donald Wurzburg, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044

GASTROENTEROLOGY
Muhammad Asim, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-1864

GENERAL SURGERY
Mark Goss, MD 
Decatur .....................................940-627-0013
Thomas Long, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7443
Daniel K. Morris, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-8825
Scott Stowers, DO
Decatur .....................................940-626-4683
Randall Wright, MD
Bridgeport .................................940-683-2468
Arshad Yousuf, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044

HYPERBARIC MEDICINE
Jana Erwin, DO
Decatur .....................................940-626-2541
Chris E. McGee, MD
Decatur .................................... 940-626-2541

MEDICAL ONCOLOGY 
Neelima Maddukuri, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-2300

NEPHROLOGY
Aamir Zuberi, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-8020

NEUROLOGY
Muhammad Naeem, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-8634

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
(OB/GYN)
Russell Edwards, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-2409
Douglas Kyle Jr., MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-4216
Renee Smith, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-8008

OPHTHALMOLOGY
T. Jeff Russell, MD
Dallas ........................................214-522-2661
Heather Winslow, MD
Dallas ........................................214-522-2661

ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Scott Hrnack, MD
Decatur  ....................................940-627-9077
R. Wade McKenna, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-6976
John Ribeiro, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-6976

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Joanne Pham, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7997

PAIN MEDICINE
David Andres, MD
Arlington ...................................817-861-3994
Christian Helm, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-6976
Peter Leonard, MD
Ft. Worth ...................................817-377-3800
Jason Schuh, MD
Arlington ...................................817-861-3994
Chad Stephens, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-6201
Mark Valente, DO
Decatur .....................................940-626-1274

PALLIATIVE CARE
Jeff Alling, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7443
C. Kelley Tibbels, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7443
Jason K. Tibbels, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-1011

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND 
REHABILITATION
Christian Helm, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-6976

PLASTIC SURGERY
Candis Lovelace, MD
Ft. Worth ...................................817-380-1087

PODIATRY
Brian Carpenter, DPM
Decatur .....................................940-627-6976

PULMONARY
Syed Rizvi, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-8630

PSYCHIATRY
Haroon Siddique, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-1848

RADIATION ONCOLOGY
Guy Garrett, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-2300

SLEEP MEDICINE
Muhammad Naeem, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-8634
Joanne Pham, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-7997
Syed Rizvi, MD
Decatur .....................................940-626-8630

SPINE SURGERY
Mark Valente, DO
Decatur .....................................940-626-1274

SPORTS MEDICINE/PAIN MANAGEMENT
Chad Stephens, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-6201

THORACIC SURGERY
Arshad Yousuf, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044

UROLOGY
Russell Doubrava, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-0088

VASCULAR & ENDOVASCULAR SURGERY
Daniel K. Morris, DO
Decatur .....................................940-627-8825
Arshad Yousuf, MD
Decatur .....................................940-627-0044

Visit Our
Website:

www.Facebook.com/
WiseRegional

www.YouTube.com/
WiseRegional

@WiseRegional
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Submit your entry to
Wise Regional Health System

c/o Shannon Puphal
2000 S FM 51, Decatur, TX 76234

The winner will be selected by a 
random drawing, be featured in the 

Winter edition of HealthScoop 
and win a $25 gift card to Walmart

Name:         Age:

Phone:         City:

Enter to Win a 
$25 

Gift Card!



Wise Regional Now Offering 
Postnatal Massage Therapy 

Wise Regional Health System is helping new parents relax 
following the excitement of childbirth by offering postnatal 
massage therapy. 

Patients can choose from four customizable massage treatments 
performed by professional therapists in the comfort of Wise 
Regional’s spacious, private delivery suites. Packages, which are 
available for both new moms and new dads, range from $25 to 
$55. Gift certificates are available at the front desk of Fit-N-Wise. 

“At Wise Regional we want to make sure new parents have 
the best birth experience possible. We hope providing massage 
treatments tailored to the physical and emotional needs of new 
parents will improve patient comfort and relaxation,” said Gail 
Matthews, director of perinatal services at Wise Regional.

Massage therapy has been shown to relieve stress, encourage 
relaxation, improve circulation, lower blood pressure, help 
manage pain, improve sleep quality, increase flexibility and 
enhance post-operative rehabilitation. 

Call 940-627-2708 to schedule a massage in advance for yourself 
or the new parent in your life. 
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Service Spotlight
Spine Surgery Keeps 
Residents Standing Tall

Are you experiencing back pain? If so, you’re pain may be an 
indication of a serious problem, such as a herniated disc or a 
pinched nerve. Surgeons at Wise Regional use the latest diagnostic 
techniques, pain management therapies and surgical spine treatments 
to get your back on the road to recovery faster than ever.

In the past, spine surgery required open back surgery where long 
incisions were made and expanders were used on the muscles 
surrounding the spine, which would cause muscle pain and tearing. 
Recovery from traditional spine surgery often took up to a year.

Now, spine surgery can be performed using laser-guided technology 
through a 3mm incision, allowing for les recovery time and less 
scaring. Patients typically go home the same day as their procedure 
with only a bandage covering the incision.

At Wise Regional each 
procedure is tailored to the 
individual patient and his 
or her own specific needs. 

Procedures include:
• Herniated disc  
• Bulging disc
• Degenerative disc 
• Bone spurs
• Pinched nerve  
• Spinal stenosis
• Scoliosis  
• Fusions

Spine surgeries are performed by Dr. Mark Valente of Minimally 
Invasive Spine Institute.

Affiliated with, but not controlled by, Baylor Health Care System or its subsidiaries or community medical centers

2000 S. FM 51, Decatur TX 76234
The information in this newsletter is general in nature and is provided for 
educational purposes only. In no case should the reader consider, use 
or rely on the information directed or applicable to his or her particular 
circumstances. This newsletter is not a replacement for professional 
consultations with qualified practitioners. 


